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ABSTRACT

In conventional Kerr and Faraday microscopy, the sample is illuminated with plane-polarized light, and a magnetic domain contrast is gener-
ated by an analyzer making use of the Kerr or Faraday rotation. Here, we demonstrate possibilities of analyzer-free magneto-optical micros-
copy based on magnetization-dependent intensity modulations of the light. (i) The transverse Kerr effect can be applied for in-plane
magnetized material, as demonstrated for an FeSi sheet. (ii) Illuminating that sample with circularly polarized light leads to a domain con-
trast with a different symmetry from the conventional Kerr contrast. (iii) Circular polarization can also be used for perpendicularly magne-
tized material, as demonstrated for garnet and ultrathin CoFeB films. (iv) Plane-polarized light at a specific angle can be employed for both
in-plane and perpendicular media. (v) Perpendicular light incidence leads to a domain contrast on in-plane materials that is quadratic in the
magnetization and to a domain boundary contrast. (vi) Domain contrast can even be obtained without a polarizer. In cases (ii) and (iii), the
contrast is generated by magnetic circular dichroism (i.e., differential absorption of left- and right-circularly polarized light induced by mag-
netization components along the direction of light propagation), while magnetic linear dichroism (differential absorption of linearly polar-
ized light induced by magnetization components transverse to propagation) is responsible for the contrast in case (v). The domain–boundary
contrast is due to the magneto-optical gradient effect. A domain–boundary contrast can also arise by interference of phase-shifted magneto-
optical amplitudes. An explanation of these contrast phenomena is provided in terms of Maxwell–Fresnel theory.

VC 2021 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0051599

I. INTRODUCTION

Numerous applications of the magneto-optical (MO) Kerr effect
(MOKE) are well established, including optical magnetometry1 and
magnetic domain imaging in wide-field2 polarization microscopes3–5

and by laser-scanning microscopy.6 All these applications are based on
linearly (or plane-) polarized, incident light that—after interaction
with the magnetization of the specimen—is transformed into magneti-
cally modulated light on reflection. The reflected light wave may actu-
ally be seen as a superposition of a regularly reflected amplitude, ~N
(being polarized along the same plane as the incident light, as it would
occur in the case of a nonmagnetic material), and a magnetization-
dependent Kerr amplitude, ~K . The Kerr amplitude is generated by the

gyroelectric interaction between the magnetization vector ~m and the
electrical field vector~E in of the incident light wave, i.e., a nonvanishing
cross product, ~m �~E in, is required,

3 leading toMO effects that are lin-
ear in the magnetization m. This implies constraints for the planes of
light incidence and polarization relative to the ~m vector. Three basic
Kerr modes are distinguished by convention (Fig. 1):

• Polar Kerr effect. Here, the magnetization points along the sur-
face normal, and the effect is strongest (i.e., ~m �~E in is maxi-
mal) at perpendicular incidence. The Kerr amplitude is
perpendicular to ~N , leading to a Kerr rotation by superposition
with ~K that is the same for any polarization direction of the
incident light.
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• Longitudinal Kerr effect. Oblique incidence of light is required to
generate a (detectable) Kerr rotation. Here, the ~m vector lies par-
allel to the surface and along the plane of incidence. A Kerr rota-
tion is obtained for light that is polarized both parallel and
perpendicular to the plane of incidence, called p- and s-polarized
light.

• Transverse Kerr effect. Here, the magnetization is in-plane again
but perpendicular to the plane of incidence. A Kerr amplitude is
generated only for p-polarized light (for s-polarization, ~m would
be parallel to ~E in), but its polarization direction is the same as
that of the regularly reflected beam.

The same effects are also found in transmission geometry for
transparent magnetic specimens, called Faraday effects, with one
exception: In the transverse configuration, no (linear–in-~m) MO effect
is possible in transmission because the cross product is either zero or
points along the propagation direction, thus making an MO Faraday
amplitude,~F , impossible. The Faraday signal is normally much stron-
ger than the corresponding Kerr signal because the light interacts with
the magnetization across the whole specimen thickness and not just
within some penetration depth as for the Kerr effects. Faraday micros-
copy is also possible in reflection geometry if the transparent sample is
placed or deposited on a mirror.

In the case of the rotational effects, a detectable magneto-optical
signal or domain contrast is finally obtained by using an analyzer in
the reflection (or transmission) path that blocks the emerging ampli-
tude differently for differently magnetized domains, resulting in a
magnetization-dependent intensity modulation of the reflected (or
transmitted) light. If there is a phase shift between ~N and ~K (or ~F ),
the rotated light will also be elliptically polarized, requiring a phase
shifter (called a compensator) for contrast optimization.7

The Kerr and Faraday effects are characterized by the fact that
they are all, to the lowest order, linear in the local magnetization m.
Two other effects7 can lead to MO contrasts by using plane-polarized
light in an optical polarization microscope. The Voigt effect depends

quadratically on the magnetization and, consequently, generates a con-
trast between domains that are magnetized in-plane and along differ-
ent axes rather than directions. As the light, emerging from the
specimen, is predominantly elliptically polarized in the case of the
Voigt effect, the use of a compensator is mandatory in order to gener-
ate a detectable rotation. The MO gradient effect, finally, is a birefrin-
gence effect that depends linearly on gradients in the magnetization
vector field.

Apart from the well-known Kerr and Faraday rotation, MO
effects can also manifest themselves as a magnetically induced modifi-
cation of the light’s amplitude in either transmission or reflection
geometry.8 One such example is the aforementioned transverse Kerr
effect. As the transverse Kerr amplitude is polarized along the same
plane as the regularly reflected beam (compare Fig. 1), the transverse
Kerr effect causes an amplitude variation of the light rather than a
rotation. Another prominent example is the magnetic circular dichro-
ism (MCD) effect, which is customarily observed in transmission
through a magnetic sample (see, e.g., Ref. 9). In the x-ray regime, mag-
netic imaging using the x-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD)
has been successfully applied in a transmission soft x-ray microscope10

and in combination with photoexcitation electron emission micros-
copy (PEEM),11,12 which both permit visualization of submicrometer-
sized ferromagnetic domains. The x-ray magnetic linear dichroism
(XMLD) is a MO effect related to the Voigt effect that has been used
to image antiferromagnetic domains in combination with PEEM.13,14

These magnetic dichroic effects can be observed as well in a photon-
in–photon-out reflection experiment when using circularly or linearly
polarized x rays (see, e.g., Refs. 15 and 16). The appearance of these
MO effects as an amplitude variation is thus distinct from those char-
acterized by a MO rotation, but all MO effects can be described within
the common Maxwell–Fresnel framework.8,17 This, therefore, raises
the question of whether also the amplitude-modulation effects can be
used for magnetic imaging at visible frequencies and which method is
optimally suited.

Thus far, rotation-based Kerr, Faraday, and Voigt microscopy
have been (almost) exclusively employed for domain imaging in the
visible frequency regime.3–5 A recent investigation18 on ultrathin mag-
netic films showed that antireflection coatings could significantly
enhance the MO rotation and further found that a MO contrast could
even be detected by illuminating the sample with left- and right-
circularly polarized (LCP and RCP) light rather than by plane-
polarized light, thus, indeed, making use of the MCD effect. The latter
contrast was enhanced by the extreme antireflection coating used in
that work, but it indicates the possibility of magnetic domain imaging
without the need for an analyzer, which would not have any effect on
a circularly polarized wave anyway. In another recent article19 the
MCD effect was employed as well to image domains on an ultrathin,
two-dimensional CrBr3 magnetic film at low temperature; however,
the ultrathin film was illuminated with plane-polarized light, and the
MCD signal was extracted after reflection by using a quarter-wave
plate and an analyzer. Again, the Kerr signal was significantly
enhanced by interference effects with an underlayer resembling the
mentioned antireflection effect. Interestingly, the magneto-optics of
CrBr3 material (on bulk crystals, though) was already investigated
back in the 1960s.20,21 In 1975, Kuhlow and Lambeck22 published
domain images of a 12-lm-thick CrBr3 single crystal, imaged in blue,
circularly polarized light by Faraday microscopy at 15K. To our best
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FIG. 1. Schematics of the basic Kerr effect modes. Shown is the magnetization
vector (~m), the electrical vector of the incident, plane-polarized light wave (~E in),
the regularly reflected field amplitude (~N ), and the Kerr amplitude (~K ). Inversion of
the magnetization direction would lead to an inversion of the Kerr amplitude
vectors.
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knowledge, this is the first wide-field microscopic observation of mag-
netic domains making use of the MCD effect in the absence of an ana-
lyzer. Noteworthy is also a recent article23 in which an alternative
microscopy technique was introduced. There, the MCD effect was
combined with the Seebeck effect in a ferromagnet–semiconductor
bilayer, thus detecting the MCD signal electrically in a transmission
geometry.

From an application-oriented perspective, establishing analyzer-
free magnetic microscopy could be advantageous as it reduces the
need for the extra optical element, provided that the magnetic modula-
tion of the amplitude is large enough. Since these various MO effects
can all be described within the Maxwell–Fresnel framework, it can be
anticipated that those based on intensity modulation can indeed be
employed for magnetic microscopy, given an appropriate measure-
ment geometry, even without antireflection coating.

In this article, we review several possibilities for analyzer-free
MO wide-field microscopy making use of intensity-modulated light.
To provide the basics, we will start with the theory of the MO effects
in Sec. II, followed by some experimental details (Sec. III) and a section
that briefly recaps conventional, analyzer-based Kerr microscopy for
comparison (Sec. IV). In Sec. V, we then show that the amplitude
modulation of linearly polarized light due to the transverse Kerr effect
can well be employed for magnetic domain imaging. In Sec. VI, we
report on the identification of one further MO intensity modulation
configuration that is suitable for direct MO imaging when employing
plane-polarized light for illumination. In Secs. VII, VIII, and IX we
demonstrate that magnetic microscopy is also possible by illuminating
the magnetic specimen with circularly polarized light, i.e., by making
direct use of the MCD effect similar to XMCD.7,11,24,25 Not only is this
feasible for perpendicularly magnetized films with sophisticated antire-
flection coatings as mentioned but also works for both in-plane and
perpendicular media, even in the absence of antireflection coatings. In
Sec. X, we demonstrate that the MLD effect also leads to a domain
contrast, which is superimposed by a domain boundary contrast due
to the magneto-optical gradient effect. To check for eventualities, we
have examined the existence of contrasts in a different microscope
type with separated illumination and reflection paths (Sec. XI). At the
end of the paper (Sec. XII), we finally mention three further aspects
that might be worth examining in future work. These include (i) the
influence of the light color on various Kerr contrasts, (ii) the finding
that a domain contrast can even be seen in the absence of analyzer and
polarizer, and (iii) diffraction effects at domain boundaries. In this
context, we also refer to largely forgotten, 60-year-old research that
already pointed out the possibility of magneto-optical imaging without
the need of a polarizer and analyzer but, however, based on dark-field
optical microscopy.26

II. THEORY

The here-studied Kerr and Faraday effects are characterized by
the fact that they are all, to the lowest order, linear in the local magne-
tization m and can all be described on the same footing within the
macroscopic Maxwell–Fresnell theory.8,17,27 In this formulation, the
complex Voigt constant QV (�m) captures the MO interaction
strength of the Kerr and Faraday effects.

To start with the MO rotation effects, these can be understood by
applying a concept that was originally proposed by Fresnel to describe
optical activity:17 A plane-polarized light wave can be represented by

the superposition of LCP and RCP partial waves with the same ampli-
tudes. By solving the Fresnel wave equation for ferro- or ferrimagnetic
materials, only two such circularly polarized eigenmodes with opposite
rotation sense can propagate along the magnetization vector within the
material. A plane-polarized wave entering the material is thus resolved
into these two eigenmodes (Fig. 2). Each mode experiences its own
(complex) index of refraction, nRCP or nLCP, during propagation. The
difference of the indices is nRCP � nLCP � ��nQV, with �n being the
average index of refraction. The two partial waves will hence advance
with different velocities and amplitudes in the material. The former
result in a phase shift, which leads to a rotated plane wave by superposi-
tion of the two partial waves, the rotation sense of which depends on
the magnetization direction [Fig. 2(a)]. The Faraday rotation hF is thus
proportional to Re½nRCP � nLCP�. The same concept applies to the Kerr
effect in reflection. The Kerr and Faraday rotations can therefore be
equally regarded as circular birefringence effects, i.e., a birefringence of
circularly polarized light. The difference in absorption conversely causes
different amplitudes of the two circular modes [Figs. 2(b) and 2(c)],
which in transmission leads to circular dichroism in Fig. 2(c) and ellipti-
cally polarized light by superposition in Fig. 2(b), where the Faraday
ellipticity is proportional to Im½nRCP � nLCP� Im½nRCP � nLCP�. Note
that these refractive indices are different when ð~k � ~mÞ 6¼ 0; ~k is the
wave vector of the light, thus when there is a component ofm along the
propagation direction.

In Sec. I, we have seen that in the case of the rotational effects, a
domain contrast is obtained by using an analyzer and possibly a com-
pensator in the reflection (or transmission) path that blocks the
emerging amplitude differently for differently magnetized domains,
thus causing a magnetization-dependent intensity modulation of the
reflected (or transmitted) light. In the case of pure Kerr (or Faraday)
ellipticity [Fig. 2(b)], a domain contrast cannot be generated by an
analyzer alone due to the elliptical character of the light (analyzer and

(c)(b)(a)

m

A2A1

LPC

RPCE

E

E

FIG. 2. (a) Schematic representation of magnetic circular birefringence or
Faraday effect: Plane-polarized light is resolved into left- and right-handed circu-
lar partial waves that are phase shifted, resulting in rotated plane waves depen-
dent on the magnetization direction. (b) Different damping of the two partial
wave amplitudes, which is inverted by inverting the magnetization direction,
results in elliptical waves with opposite handedness (Faraday ellipticity). Note
that the effects of (a) and (b) generally occur together so that the emerging light
is usually rotated and more or less elliptically polarized. (c) MCD for the case of
right-handed circular illumination. Differential, magnetization-dependent damping
of the circular wave leads to absorption domain contrast. The effects are shown
for transmission (Faraday) geometry, but they similarly apply to reflection (Kerr)
geometry.
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compensator would be required to transform the two ellipses into a
detectable rotation). Instead, one can exploit the (normalized) MCD
intensity difference [Fig. 2(c)],

AC ¼
IRCP � ILCP
IRCP þ ILCP

/ Im nRCP � nLCP½ � (1)

of the transmitted intensities IRCP and ILCP, which does not require an
analyzer or compensator.

For the transverse Kerr effect ð~k � ~mÞ ¼ 0, the refractive indices
do not depend on m in linear order. The effect instead results in the
aforementioned amplitude modulation for which an analyzer would
as well be useless. This effect is therefore mainly applied in MOKE
magnetometry for measuring purposes by using a photodetector.28,29

Also, domain imaging under pure transverse conditions has been
demonstrated by sequentially building up an image from laser-
illuminated spots in a scanning Kerr microscope.30 For wide-field Kerr
microscopy, however, the transverse Kerr effect has so far only been
applied31 as a “rotational” effect by polarizing the light at 45� to the
plane of incidence. Then the perpendicular light component is not
affected by the magnetization, while the parallel component receives
an amplitude modulation leading to a detectable rotation in the super-
position of the two components.32

The reflection MO effects that appear as a magnetic intensity
modulation can be described by the reflection matrix coefficients for s-
and p-polarized light

~Eout ¼ r �~E in; (2)

with~E in ¼ ðEs;EpÞ. The 2� 2 matrix r depends on the magnetization
~m and can be written in Jones’ notation as

r ¼
rss Dsp

Dps rpp þ Dpp

 !
: (3)

Here, rss and rpp are the standard, nonmagnetic (Fresnel) reflection
coefficients for s- and p-polarized light, whereas the coefficients Dsp,
Dps, and Dpp depend linearly on ~m. One can utilize the three orthonor-
mal directions of the geometry to define the transverse mT, longitudi-
nal mL, and polar mP magnetization components, respectively, such
that ~m ¼ ðmT;mL;mPÞ.8 The coefficient Dpp depends on mT only,
whereas Dsp andDps depend on bothmL andmP.

27

The transverse Kerr effect appears as a magnetic change in the
reflected intensity caused by Dpp. The corresponding asymmetry is
given as

AT ¼
RpðþmTÞ � Rpð�mTÞ
RpðþmTÞ þ Rpð�mTÞ

; (4)

with Rp ¼ jrpp þ Dppj2; using the expressions for rpp and Dpp (see Ref.
27), it can be shown that AT / QV.

8 It deserves to be mentioned at
this point that AT can equally well be measured with linearly and cir-
cularly polarized [~E in ¼ 1ffiffi

2
p ð1;6iÞE0] light, and even unpolarized

light, as long as there is a nonzero Ep component.
For a longitudinal magnetization, it is possible to observe a

dichroic reflectivity contrast under specific conditions. First, using
LCP and RCP radiation, a magnetic asymmetry exists, given by

AC
L ¼

RRCP � RLCP

RRCP þ RLCP
; (5)

which is proportional to Dsp / QV.
15 A consequence of the similarity

with Eq. (4) is that when the magnetization vector is rotated in-plane
from the transverse to the longitudinal direction, the contrast recorded
with circularly polarized light will additively contain AT and AL and
change goniometrically between these two.

Second, using linearly polarized light, it is possible to measure a
longitudinal dichroic reflection contrast as well.33,34 This rather
unknown MO effect is maximal when the incoming light is
plane-polarized at an angle h of 45� with respect to the incidence
plane, but it exists also for other angles h. It becomes maximal
when the magnetization direction is reversed in an applied field
or when measuring antiparallel domains, and is expressed as
AL
L ¼ ½RhðþmLÞ � Rhð�mLÞ�=½RhðþmLÞ þ Rhð�mLÞ�. Explicit

expressions were given previously and show that AL
L / QV sin 2h.

34

Consequently, this provides a second option to measure magnetic
intensity contrast using linearly polarized light. For convenient use,
this dichroic contrast can be reformulated by using RhðþmLÞ
þRhð�mLÞ � 2Rhð0Þ � 2R�hð0Þ, with Rhð0Þ being the reflectivity of
the nonmagnetized material. Further, using that inverting the magne-
tization ~m is equivalent with changing h to �h (see Ref. 34), one can
rewrite AL

L as

AL
L �

RhðmLÞ � Rhð0Þ
2Rhð0Þ

� R�hðmLÞ � R�hð0Þ
2R�hð0Þ

: (6)

In this MO effect, a maximum contrast appears for longitudinal
domains at oblique incidence when contrasts for h ¼ 45� and
�45� are subtracted. Even without subtraction, each of the terms in
Eq. (6) already provides a contrast, but with an opposite sign. At
normal incidence, the longitudinal contrast vanishes. It deserves to
be mentioned that for a polar out-of-plane magnetization, an equiv-
alent magnetic dichroic effect, AP

L, in reflection exists,34 which
should thus as well be suitable for magnetic imaging of such
domains. Alternatively, the MCD in reflection can be used to image
out-of-plane magnetizations.

To summarize, using plane-polarized light, one can thus detect
magnetic contrast as an amplitude modulation, using either AT, AL

L, or
AP
L, depending on the direction of the domain magnetization. The

magnitude of contrast will vary with the angle between the light’s
polarization and incidence plane and also with the direction of the
magnetization with respect to the principal orthonormal directions
(i.e., polar, longitudinal, and transverse). A further option is to use cir-
cularly polarized light and the MCD in reflection that can be employed
to image in-plane and out-of-plane magnetic domains when there is a
component of the magnetization along the wave vector, i.e.,
ð~k � ~mÞ 6¼ 0.

At the end of this paper, we will show that besides the so-far dis-
cussed MO effects that are all linear in the magnetization, the (qua-
dratic) Voigt effect can also be employed for analyzer-free domain
imaging. This effect, which can be applied in transmission35 as well as
in reflection geometry36 and which was also found in the x-ray
regime,16 occurs when the light propagates transverse to the magneti-
zation vector. Here, the eigenmodes are two linearly polarized waves
with vibrational planes along and perpendicular to ~m. Incident light,
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plane polarized along one of these two directions, will thus not alter its
polarization in the magnetic medium. If the polarization plane is at an
angle to ~m, however, the polarization state will be changed, with the
strongest effect occurring at an angle of 45�. This is due to the fact that
both linear eigenmodes are experiencing different refractive indices nk
and n? so that they proceed in the medium with different velocities
and with different attenuations. The light thus experiences a magnetic
linear birefringence proportional to Re½nk � n?� and a magnetic linear
dichroism proportional to Im½nk � n?� (note that here, the word
“linear” refers to the polarization mode of the light and not to the
order of the effect). In the case of linear birefringence, the two partial
waves are retarded relative to each other so that the outgoing light is
elliptically polarized with a handedness that depends on the relative
orientation of the polarization plane and magnetization axis.
Oppositely magnetized domains, following the same axis, can there-
fore not be distinguished in their birefringence effect. MLD results in a
rotation of the emerging light due to the different amplitudes of the
partial wave. Note that the phenomenology is thus opposite to that of
magnetic circular birefringence and dichroism, where birefringence
causes a rotation and dichroism leads to ellipticity37 (compare Fig. 2).

While conventionally the ellipticity of light due to the Voigt effect
is transformed into linearly polarized light by a compensator and then
brought to a contrast with the help on an analyzer,7 it can be expected
that the selective amplitude modulation due to the MLD effect can
directly lead to an MO contrast as will be demonstrated in Sec. X.

III. EXPERIMENTAL

Most of the presented domain images have been obtained in a
wide-field optical polarization microscope (Carl Zeiss Axioscope) with
K€ohler illumination scheme5 [Fig. 3(a)]. The light of four light-
emitting diodes (LEDs) is guided to the lamp house by fiberoptics.38,39

The ends of the fibers are physically located at a plane that is confocal
with the back focal plane of the objective lens. By a beam splitter, con-
sisting of a semipermeable mirror at an orientation of 45� to the
incoming ray path, the light is deflected downward to the objective
lens [Fig. 3(c)]. After reflection from the sample, the light passes the
mirror again on its way toward the camera or oculars. A centered fiber
would result in a perpendicular incidence of light, while off-centered
fibers would lead to an oblique incidence with two orthogonal planes
that can be chosen by activating one of the four LEDs [in Fig. 3(c), this
is illustrated for LED-1; the angle of incidence was �30� for all four
LEDs]. By alternately pulsing two LEDs synchronously with the cam-
era exposure, two Kerr modes can quasi-simultaneously be run, and
the corresponding images can be displayed.39,40 Note that in the beam
splitter, only plane-polarized light along the x and y axes is reflected
linearly toward the sample; for other orientations, the light hitting the
sample is elliptically polarized. Either white, red (640nm), or blue
(450nm) LED light was used as indicated in the figure captions. A
20�/0.5 (magnification/numerical aperture) objective lens was used
for all experiments in the wide-field microscope.

Circularly polarized light was generated by using a rotatable lin-
ear foil polarizer followed by a quarter-wave plate [Fig. 3(b)] that was
placed right on the entry side of the beam splitter. The fast axis of the
quarter-wave plate was aligned diagonally at 45� to the x and y axes.
Setting the polarization plane then along the x and y axes results in
RCP and LCP polarized light, respectively. Two quarter-wave plates
were applied: One plate, designed for a wavelength of 635nm, was

used for investigations with red LED light, while another, designed for
a wavelength of 550nm (green light), was employed for white and
blue light.41 For the second case, it is expected that the light is strongly
elliptically polarized rather than circular. Unless mentioned otherwise,
imaging was performed in reflection geometry without an analyzer.
To prevent overexposure of the camera, the intensity of the LEDs
(which under regular Kerr conditions need to be maximized) had to
be dimmed by a gray filter in the illumination path.

Most experiments were performed on an ideally oriented grain of
a Fe-3wt. %-Si sheet, with cube texture being characterized by a (100)
surface with two easy axes of anisotropy parallel to the surface.3 The
specimen was coated with a zinc-sulfide antireflection layer to enhance
the Kerr effect.42 A circular piece of such a 0.5-mm-thick sheet with a
diameter of 10mmwas placed between the pole pieces of a quadrupole
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FIG. 3. (a) Schematic top view of our wide-field Kerr microscope, emphasizing the
two orthogonal planes of incidence that can be chosen by the activation of proper
LEDs. The polarizer, sitting in the illumination path, is by standard linear but can
optionally be replaced by a circular polarizer. The analyzer (not shown) is located
behind the objective on the reflection path. Indicated is the coordinate system to
define the plane of incidence and the magnetization direction. In the upcoming fig-
ures, we will refer to this coordinate system and the given LED numbers. (b)
Generation of (right-handed) circularly polarized light by a linear polarizer and a
quarter-wave plate. Rotating the polarizer by 90� would result in left-handed circular
light. (c) Semipermeable reflector plate (beam splitter), sitting in the illumination
path above the objective lens. Illustrated is the ray path for light from LED-1. (d)
Schematics of a simple Kerr microscope with separated illumination and reflection
paths, which we have optionally used for selected experiments.
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electromagnet that allows for a computer-controlled rotation of the
field by 360�. “Kerr-sensitivity” curves were measured by plotting the
image intensity of a freely selectable sample area in the saturated sam-
ple state as a function of magnetic field direction. The field direction
thus corresponds to the magnetization direction defined by the angle
u [see Fig. 3(a)]. All sensitivity curves were recorded on the unpro-
cessed microscope image with the background image intensity
adjusted to the same value by tuning the LED intensity. All domain
images shown on the FeSi material are difference images in which a
background image of the saturated state is subtracted to digitally
enhance the contrast.43

For polar Faraday studies, a magneto-optical indicator film
(MOIF) with perpendicular anisotropy was used as the sample. The
MOIF, provided by Matesy GmbH,44 consists of a magnetic garnet
film deposited on a transparent gadolinium–gallium–garnet (GGG)
substrate and covered by a thin mirror layer. Polarized light enters the
MOIF, passes the substrate and the magnetic film, and is then reflected
from the mirror, thus passing the magnetic film twice. In the magnetic
garnet film, a Faraday rotation is induced, which depends on the local
magnetization of the film, and that is actually doubled due to the dou-
ble penetration and the nonreciprocity of the Faraday rotation. The
garnet film of the MOIF stack is thus effectively studied in transmis-
sion in a reflection polarization (Kerr) microscope. “Real” polar Kerr
microscopy was applied to an ultrathin cobalt–iron–boron single-layer
film (0.9 nm thick) and to a Pt (3 nm)/Co (1 nm)/Pt (3 nm) film, both
with perpendicular anisotropy and not covered by antireflection coat-
ings. All investigated samples are collected in Table I, showing the
wavelength of the light and possibly the quarter-wave plate that have
been used together with the figures in which images of the specimens
appear throughout the paper.

To check for eventualities, selected experiments have been per-
formed in a homemade microscope with separated illumination and
reflection paths [Fig. 3(d)]. The lateral resolution of this setup is only
of the order of 30lm,45 it only allows for oblique incidence at a fixed
angle of 30�, but it has the advantage that the polarized light directly
hits the specimen without the need of a beam splitter.

IV. CONVENTIONAL LONGITUDINAL
KERR MICROSCOPY

To better understand the peculiarities of the analyzer-free con-
trast phenomena in our FeSi material, let us briefly recap the typical
domain contrast and sensitivity curves in conventional, analyzer-based
longitudinal Kerr microscopy. For the experiments on this material,
red light was used because it provides the best domain contrast; we
have measured that blue and white light only lead to maximum longi-
tudinal contrasts of 46% and 51%, respectively, of that of red light.
Such a trend is expected from the Kerr spectra of iron.8 As the best

(obtained) contrasts of all sensitivity curves in this paper are below the
maximum longitudinal Kerr contrast in red light, we have used that
contrast Clong

max as reference. For each sensitivity curve presented here,
we have calculated the contrast by C ¼ ðI2 � I1Þ=ðI2 þ I1Þ with I2
and I1 being the maximum and minimum intensities, respectively,
when turning the magnetization in the range of 360�. Throughout this
paper, all given Kerr intensities are normalized to Clong

max, which allows
comparison of the “strengths” of all reported effects.

In Fig. 4, two complementary domain images and sensitivity
curves are shown, which were obtained with red LED-3 and -4, i.e., at
orthogonal planes of incidence. The polarizer was fixed along the y
axis in both cases, so the light from LED-3 hits the sample in the

TABLE I. Summary of investigated samples. Listed is the wavelength of the applied LED light, the wavelength for which the quarter-wave plate is optimized, and the figure
numbers in which the specimens are imaged.

Sample FeSi Garnet CoFeB Pt/Co/Pt

Wavelength, nm 640 640 640 450 White 640 640 White White
Quarter-wave plate, nm — 635 550 550 550 — 635 550 550
Figure number 4, 5, 7, 13, 14, 16, 17 8, 9 14, 16 16 16 10, 11, 14, 18 10, 15 12 14
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FIG. 4. Domains (a, b) and sensitivity curves (c) on our FeSi sample, recorded by
the conventional longitudinal Kerr effect using an analyser in the reflection path of
the microscope that was opened by an angle of 8� relative to the axis perpendicular
to the polariser axis. Red LEDs at positions 3 and 4 were used, and the polarizer
was along the y axis, leading to p- and s-polarized light, respectively. The dotted
curves are measured, while the full-line curves are regular sine and cosine func-
tions to guide the eye. Due to a superimposed transverse Kerr effect in the case of
p-polarization, the two curves are phase shifted by <90�. The arrows in the domain
images indicate the magnetization directions, which strictly follow the two orthogo-
nal easy axes. The maximum contrast of the sensitivity curves, shown in this plot,
is used for normalizing all intensities throughout the paper.
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p-polarized state, whereas it is s-polarized for LED-4, corresponding to
the two longitudinal cases in Fig. 1. While the domain contrast trans-
verse to the plane of incidence disappears for LED-4 as expected for
longitudinal Kerr sensitivity [Fig. 4(b)], there is considerable transverse
contrast for LED-3 [Fig. 4(a)]. This is also visible in a notable phase
shift of the corresponding sensitivity curve in Fig. 4(c). Here also,
sinu and �cosu functions are plotted that should ideally be mea-
sured under pure longitudinal sensitivity conditions to better see the
apparent deviations between measured and ideal curves. In Ref. 46, we
have thoroughly investigated this effect, proving that it is caused by an
intensity modulation of the reflected light due to the transverse Kerr
effect, which is superimposed on the longitudinal rotation effect that
primarily determines the contrast. As explained in Fig. 1, a transverse
Kerr effect is only expected for p-polarized light in accordance with
the findings in Fig. 4.

Besides the phase shift of the sensitivity curve measured with
p-polarization, both curves in Fig. 4 are more or less distorted. This
indicates that besides the transverse Kerr effect, other intensity-
modulation effects might be superimposed; in the remainder of this
paper, several such effects will be identified. Such curve distortions
need also to be considered when sensitivity curves are used to calibrate
the domain intensity for quantitative Kerr microscopy.31,47 Just
recording the intensity at field angles that are multiples of 45� and
assuming that the intensity is a strictly linear function of the longitudi-
nal and transverse magnetization components (as suggested in
Ref. 31) may be dangerous. It is furthermore worth notice that the
curve distortions can be strongly reduced46 by running the microscope
in the pure longitudinal mode,39 i.e., by pulsing opposite LEDs in
synchronization with the camera and subtracting the two pictures.

V. TRANSVERSE KERR MICROSCOPY

In Sec. IV, we have seen that the conventional longitudinal Kerr
contrast, obtained by the use of an analyzer, can be modulated by a
superimposed transverse Kerr effect that leads to a phase shift of the
otherwise longitudinal sensitivity curve. By choosing p-polarized light
and removing the analyzer, the conditions are ready to measure the
pure transverse Kerr effect. An intensity modulation of the reflected
light is then expected that depends on the magnetization direction of
an in-plane magnetized specimen (compare Fig. 1). While quasi-
transverse imaging at 45� polarization is well established as mentioned
in Sec. I, wide-field Kerr microscopy under pure transverse conditions
has not yet been published to the best of our knowledge. This is some-
what surprising because a pure transverse domain contrast can well be
seen as demonstrated in Fig. 5. Enhanced by background subtraction,
the contrast is even of comparable strength as that of conventional,
longitudinal Kerr microscopy.

The contrast symmetry corresponds to expectations: By compar-
ing Figs. 5(a) and 5(b), it is obvious that the domain contrast trans-
verse to the plane of incidence is inverted when the direction of
incidence is inverted due to an inverted cross product ~m �~E in [see
also Eq. (4)]. This domain contrast disappears when the plane of inci-
dence and the polarizer are rotated by 90� [Fig. 5(c)], consistent with
the vanishing transverse Kerr effect AT for a longitudinal magnetiza-
tion, and the longitudinal effect AL

L also vanishes for h ¼ 0. Now the
horizontal domains are transverse to the plane of incidence, thus
showing up with maximum contrast. If the light is polarized orthogo-
nal to the plane of incidence [i.e., s-polarized as shown in Fig. 5(d)], no

domain contrast would be expected at all as now the Kerr amplitude
either vanishes for transverse magnetization components, i.e., along
the polarizer axis, or a nonvanishing Kerr amplitude will appear for
rotated magnetization, which, however, leads to a longitudinal Kerr
rotation that cannot be detected without an analyzer. Nevertheless, a
weak domain contrast appears in Fig. 5(d) that is quadratic in the
magnetization. It is characterized by antiparallel domains of the same
color and a contrast between domains magnetized at 90�. In Sec. X, we
will address this quadratic contrast phenomenon again, showing that
it is caused by the MLD effect. If the domains in Fig. 5(d) would be
imaged under the same conditions but with an analyzer added, the
vertical domains would show up with maximum contrast due to the
aforementioned longitudinal Kerr rotation.

The sensitivity curves in Fig. 5(e) confirm this contrast phenome-
nology. For s-polarized light, a curve with low contrast of just 2% of
Clong
max is measured. It can well be approximated by a quadratic cos 2u

function. For p-polarization, sinusoidal intensity dependencies are
measured with (approximate) zero crossings whenever the magnetiza-
tion is parallel to the plane of incidence. Turning the plane of inci-
dence together with the polarizer by 90� results in a phase shift of the
sensitivity function by�90�, i.e., only the component of magnetization
perpendicular to the incidence plane results in a variation of the
reflected light intensity as expected for the transverse Kerr effect.
Compared to the sensitivity curves in Fig. 4, the maximum contrast of
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FIG. 5. Analyzer-free Kerr microscopy under pure transverse conditions, again by
using red light. The domain images in (a)–(d) were obtained on the FeSi sheet
under the indicated conditions, e.g., in (a), the sample was illuminated by LED-1
and the light was p-polarized, while for (b) the direction of incidence was inverted
under the same polarization. The plots in (e) show the Kerr sensitivities for three
cases. To guide the eye, cosu; �sinu, and cos 2u functions have been added as
they are expected to be measured under “ideal” conditions. The contrast is normal-
ized to Clong

max, i.e., the maximum contrast that was achieved under conventional, lon-
gitudinal conditions (compare Fig. 4).
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the transverse curves is only 20% of Clong
max , but they are significantly

less disturbed.

VI. LONGITUDINAL 45�-DICHROIC KERR MICROSCOPY

In Sec. II, we introduced a longitudinal dichroic reflection effect
that is expected to occur by using linearly polarized light like for the
transverse Kerr effect. The longitudinal contrast should be maximum
at a polarization angle of 45� with respect to the plane of incidence.
Under this condition, the incoming light has both s- and p-polariza-
tion components. For a longitudinal magnetization, the reflected elec-
tric field components Eout;s;p of the s- and p-polarized components are
altered by the magnetic reflection coefficient Dsp, leading to a changed
intensity of the reflected light. Note that when the magnetization is
rotated, the p-polarized component should also cause a transverse
Kerr effect that should be superimposed on this longitudinal dichroic
effect.

The contrast phenomenology of the longitudinal dichroic effect
can be visualized by applying the Lorentz concept like in Fig. 1. In
Fig. 6, this is illustrated for two polarizer settings at 645� relative to
the plane of incidence and a given longitudinal magnetization direc-
tion. The s- and p-components of the incoming electric field vector
Ein;s;p are responsible for the indicated Kerr vectors ~Ks;p on the reflec-
tion paths. By vector addition with the normally reflected light vector
~N , this results in an extension [Fig. 6(a)] or shortening [Fig. 6(b)] of
the outgoing field vector ~Eout, i.e., an increase or decrease in the total
reflected amplitude when the polarizer is turned from þ45� to �45�.
Turning the magnetization byþ180� (not shown) will lead to inverted
Kerr vectors and thus to inverted reflected light amplitudes. The
domain contrast will consequently change sign when turning the
polarizer fromþ45� to�45�.

In fact, we were able to identify this predicted effect and its super-
position with the transverse Kerr effect as demonstrated in Fig. 7.
Turning the polarizer to 645� leads to sensitivity curves that are phase
shifted by approximately 645� compared to those of the pure trans-
verse or pure longitudinal effects [compare the curves in Figs. 7(i) and
7(j) with those in Figs. 4 and 5]. This indicates that the transverse and

the longitudinal 45�-dichroic reflection effects are of about equal
strengths. The maximum contrast is �15% of Clong

max . Compared to the
pure transverse contrast, it is thus reduced by a factor of approximately
cos 45�, which is conceivable when considering the 45� rotation of
the light compared to pure transverse conditions. The domain images
in Fig. 7, obtained at polarizer settings of þ45� [images in
Figs. 7(a)–7(d)] and�45� [images in Figs. 7(e)–7(h)] confirm the phe-
nomenology of the sensitivity curves. Both domains magnetized along
as well as transverse to the plane of incidence show a comparable con-
trast as expected.

VII. LONGITUDINAL AND TRANSVERSE MCD-BASED
KERR MICROSCOPY

In a recent article18 mentioned in Sec. I, it was shown that the
MO contrast of ultrathin magnetic films with perpendicular anisot-
ropy can be significantly enhanced by embedding the magnetic media
in between dielectric antireflection coatings, all deposited on a non-
magnetic mirror film. That work appears to be the first realization of a
concept, which was suggested years ago:48–50 By interference effects,
the MO amplitude in an ultrathin magnetic film can be enhanced
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FIG. 7. Analyzer-free Kerr microscopy on the FeSi sheet by using red linearly
polarized light at angles of 645� relative to the planes of incidence. The domain
images and the sensitivity curves were measured with all four LEDs, thus compris-
ing all possibilities for the plane and direction of incidence. Domain images (a)–(d)
were obtained at a polarizer setting of þ45�, while the polarizer was at �45� for
images (e)–(h). The contrast in (i) and (j) is again normalized to Clong

max.
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while the regularly reflected light amplitude is reduced, leading to an
increased MO rotation. (The ZnS antireflection layer, applied to the
FeSi sample in our paper, has a similar effect on bulk metallic speci-
mens.42) Although the authors in Ref. 18 talk about MOKE micros-
copy, the domains were actually imaged by Faraday microscopy, as
the magnetic films are optically transparent and the light passes the
films twice due to the mirror on the backside, thus resembling Faraday
microscopy in reflection geometry. The improved Faraday signal
made it also possible to realize analyzer-free MO microscopy by using
circularly polarized light for illumination rather than plane-polarized
light. By comparing Figs. 2(a) and 2(c), it is evident that a Kerr or
Faraday rotation due to birefringence is not possible for circular illu-
mination of a certain helicity; as for rotational effects, both left- and
right-handed circular polarization is required. In circular light, how-
ever, only the magnetic dichroism effect can be active, as illustrated in
Fig. 2(c). It leads to differently damped amplitudes for different mag-
netization directions that may result in a domain contrast. In a wide-
field Kerr (or Faraday) microscope, a domain contrast should thus be
generated, even in the absence of an analyzer [like for the pure trans-
verse Kerr effect (Sec. V)]. In Ref. 18, this possibility of analyzer-free
imaging was obviously demonstrated for the first time.

Encouraged by that work, we have replaced the linear polarizer
with a circular polarizer, removed the analyzer, and dimmed the light
in our wide-field Kerr microscope. As a sample, we again chose the in-
plane magnetized FeSi sheet with antireflection coating51 that was
already studied by transverse Kerr microscopy (Sec. V). As being a
nontransparent, bulk specimen, such a sheet can only be imaged in
pure Kerr (i.e., reflection) geometry. Using circularly polarized light
for illumination, a magnetic contrast for in-plane magnetization is
expected to be achieved in both the transverse Kerr configuration [see
Eq. (4)] and the longitudinal configuration [Eq. (5)].

In fact, it turned out that a domain contrast can readily be
seen after background subtraction. Two series of images are presented
in Fig. 8. The upper row was obtained with left-circular light and
the lower row with right-circular light. Several observations are
noteworthy:

• The contrast is inverted when the direction of incidence is
inverted [compare, e.g., the images in Figs. 8(a) and 8(c) or
Figs. 8(b) and 8(d)].

• Inverting the helicity of the light can lead to both a contrast
inversion [compare, e.g., the images in Figs. 8(d) and 8(h)] or no
inversion [like in the images in Figs. 8(a) and 8(e)].

• In all images, a domain contrast is seen for 180� domains magne-
tized both vertically and horizontally, so there is always contrast
along and transverse to the plane of incidence. This indicates the
simultaneous presence of longitudinal and transverse Kerr
sensitivity.

• Different levels of domain contrast are seen. Domains transverse
to the plane of incidence always show a stronger contrast than
those magnetized along the incidence plane.

From the fact that the contrast of the vertical domains does not
change sign in Figs. 8(a) and 8(e), and also Figs. 8(c) and 8(g), we can
conclude that in the transverse configuration, the intensity contrast
stems only from the p-polarized component of the circular light; i.e.,
the handedness does not play a role. On the other hand, the contrast
inversion of the vertical domains in Figs. 8(b) and 8(f), and also
Figs. 8(d) and 8(h), is due to AC

L . Reversing the helicity reverses the
contrast signal, as expected according to Eq. (5).

The in-plane contrast symmetry under circular illumination is
obviously different from that of the conventional, rotation-based lon-
gitudinal Kerr effect and the pure transverse Kerr effect. This differ-
ence can readily be seen by comparing the sensitivity curves, obtained
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FIG. 8. Analyzer-free domain imaging on the FeSi material by using red circular
light for illumination. The 635-nm quarter-wave plate was applied to generate the
circularly polarized light. (a)–(d) Left-handed polarization and (e)–(h) right-handed
polarization with all four LEDs separately activated as indicated. Shown are differ-
ence images of similar domain states.
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FIG. 9. Sensitivity curves for orthogonal planes of incidence, measured on the FeSi
sheet by using left-handed [panels (a), (c), (e), and (g)] and right-handed ([panels
(b), (d), (f), and (h)] circularly polarized, red light like in Fig. 8. A nonvanishing slope
of the straight lines indicates the presence of longitudinal contrast contributions.
Also plotted are 6cosu and 6sinu functions that are supposed to indicate pure
transverse sensitivity curves for a visual comparison.
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with circular light and displayed in Fig. 9, with those of the conven-
tional longitudinal (Fig. 4) and pure transverse (Fig. 5) Kerr effects. At
orthogonal planes of incidence, the latter is characterized by sinu and
cosu functions that are in phase with intensity maxima and zero
crossings at magnetization angles of (approximately) 0�, 90�, 180�,
and 270�. In the case of circular polarization, the maxima and zero
crossings are phase shifted compared to pure transverse sensitivity
curves. In the left column of Fig. 9, this is shown for left-handed circu-
lar light, and in the right column, it is shown for right-handed circular
light. To see the phase shift, the cosine and sine functions that would
be expected under the (hypothetic) assumption of pure transverse sen-
sitivities also have been added to the graph. Apparently, inverting the
light helicity leads to an inversion of the phase shift direction. With
light of the same helicity, the sensitivity curves are inverted for orthog-
onal planes of incidence [compare, e.g., the curves in Figs. 9(b) and
9(f) or in Figs. 9(d) and 9(h)].

The shapes of the sensitivity curves stem from the fact that with cir-
cular light, a combination of both AT and AC

L is measured simultaneously.
For illustration, let us have a closer look at Fig. 9(e), which shows the sensi-
tivity curve for LED-2 and left-handed light. For u ¼ 90�, AT ¼ 0, but
AC
L 6¼ 0. Near 45� both AT and AC

L are nonzero; their contributions can
cancel each other depending on the values of Dpp and Dsp [in Fig. 9(e),
cancelation occurs around u ¼ 55�]. At u ¼ 0�, AT will be largest while
AC
L ¼ 0. At u ¼ 135�, both AT and AC

L are again nonzero, but now AC
L

has a reversed sign, thus giving an additive enhancement of the contrast
signal. Reversing the helicity [Fig. 9(f)] will reverse the AC

L signal but not
AT. At the angles u where the signals approximately canceled in Fig. 9(e),
they will now enhance each other and vice versa.

According to Fig. 9, the curve shifts may vary between some
degrees and 45�. This can be due to the “vectorial” mixing of signals in
j~Eoutj2, which is not simply an addition, i.e., BL cosu6BT sinu, of
two modulated amplitudes BL and BT. One can also see that the phase
shifts are larger for LED-2 and -4. These are the two LEDs for which
the light is reflected orthogonally at the beam splitter mirror [see
Fig. 3(c)]. The beam splitter thus seems to have some influence on the
light. We will address this again in Sec. VIII.

In any case, the essential finding is that circularly polarized light
causes a dominating transverse Kerr sensitivity (i.e., sensitivity to mag-
netization components transverse to the plane of incidence) that is
superimposed by a weaker longitudinal sensitivity (along the plane of
incidence). In Fig. 9, we have drawn lines between the intensities at
magnetization angles at which deviations from zero intensity are an
indication for the existence of longitudinal contributions. The slopes
of those curves immediately visualize the inversion of the longitudinal
contrast on reversal of the helicity and direction of incidence. The
overall maximum contrast, obtainable by using circularly polarized
light, is �15% of Clong

max and thus comparable to that of the longitudinal
dichroic effect of Sec. VI.

VIII. POLAR MCD-BASED AND 45�-DICHROIC
FARADAY MICROSCOPY

The existence of a polar, MCD-based Faraday domain contrast,
caused by illumination with circular light, was already demonstrated
in Refs. 18 and 22 as mentioned in Sec. I. In Fig. 10, a similar experi-
ment is presented but now on the garnet film with perpendicular mag-
netization. In circular light [Figs. 10(b) and 10(c)], the domain
contrast is reduced compared to the (conventional) Faraday contrast

that is optimized with the analyzer [Fig. 10(a)]. Inverting the handed-
ness of the circular light leads to an inversion of the domain contrast,
as expected. It needs to be noted that the MCD-based domain contrast
on this specific specimen significantly depends on the selected focal
depth of the microscope. (A much stronger contrast than that visible
in Figs. 10(b) and 10(c) can be obtained by defocusing the transparent
garnet film by some micrometers [not shown].)

Interestingly, a domain contrast on the garnet film can also be
seen by illumination with plane-polarized light and omitting the ana-
lyzer (Fig. 11). It has a curious symmetry, being maximal at polarizer
settings of 645� with inverted contrast. It thus resembles the phenom-
enology of the longitudinal dichroic Kerr contrast found on illuminat-
ing in-plane magnetized material with plane-polarized light (Sec. VI).
It looks conceivable to address this contrast to the equivalent polar
dichroic effect AP

L, which was mentioned in Sec. II. There also is, how-
ever, a further effect that should lead to a domain contrast with the
same phenomenology and that arises from the reflector module
[Fig. 3(c)] in our regular wide-field microscope: At polarizer settings
along the x and y axes, the light is mirrored toward the sample by
keeping its polarization direction and linear character. Linearly polar-
ized light, falling on a specimen with up- and down-magnetized
domains along the propagation direction, will lead to circular birefrin-
gence and circular dichroism [see Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)]. Without an
analyzer, however, the rotation due to birefringence cannot be
detected, and the dichroism effect leads to nondetectable ellipticity
anyway. Therefore, no domain contrast is seen in Figs. 11(a) and 11(c).

(a)

(b) (c)

Linear polarisation, 
with analyser

Right-circular, 
no analyser

Left-circular, 
no analyser

50  mm 

FIG. 10. Band domains in our garnet film magnetized perpendicular to the film
plane and imaged at perpendicular incidence. (a) Conventional polar Faraday
microscopy using plane-polarized light and an analyzer. In (b) and (c), right- and
left-handed circularly polarized light was used without an analyzer. Red light
was used, which in garnet material leads to slightly better contrast than white
light (not shown). Like in Figs. 8 and 9, the 635-nm quarter-wave plate was
applied to generate the circular light. All images are live images without back-
ground subtraction.
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If the polarization plane deviates from the x and y axes, however, the x
and y components of the light are mirrored with a phase shift, leading
to elliptically polarized light. Ellipticity will be maximal at the polarizer
angle of 45�, and it will be inverted at �45�. The elliptical waves can
well induce a circular (better “elliptical”) dichroism effect, thus resulting
in a domain contrast that is strongest at polarizer settings of 645�

and that disappears at 0� and 90�, in agreement with Fig. 11.
Experimentally, it is difficult to uniquely assign the 45� contrast to one
of the two effects.

Although a domain contrast is not seen at polarizer settings of
0� and 90� [Figs. 11(a) and 11(c)], the domain boundaries never-
theless show up with a dark line contrast, as can be seen by a
closer inspection of the two images. In Fig. 11(a) the line contrast
is directly visible, while in Fig. 11(c) it only shows up after back-
ground subtraction (not shown). This domain boundary contrast is
caused by magneto-optical diffraction. Let us postpone the discus-
sion of such effects to Sec. XIIC.

IX. POLAR MCD-BASED AND 45�-DICHROIC
KERR MICROSCOPY

Finally, we have tested the encouraging results of polar MCD-
based Faraday microscopy (Sec. VIII) also on an ultrathin CoFeB
metallic film with perpendicular anisotropy. Different from the men-
tioned experiments in Ref. 18, no mirror film was deposited under-
neath the magnetic film in our case so that it is justified to talk about
true “MOKE” microscopy. Furthermore, we did not surround the
magnetic film by interference layers. While by conventional polar Kerr
microscopy a domain contrast can readily be seen without image proc-
essing [Fig. 12(a)] that can be infinitely enhanced by background sub-
traction [Fig. 12(b)], a contrast is hardly visible in analyzer-free Kerr

microscopy in an unprocessed image (not shown). After background
subtraction, however, domains are well seen by using circular polariza-
tion [Fig. 12(c)] as well as plane-polarized light [Fig. 12(f)]. For the lat-
ter, the polarizer has to be set at 645� as elaborated in Fig. 11. In both
cases, the strength of the contrast after background subtraction is com-
parable to that of an unprocessed image in the conventional polar
Kerr mode [compare the images in Figs. 12(c) and 12(f) with the
image in Fig. 12(a)].

This contrast can be further enhanced by activating two LEDs at
opposite locations, running them in the pulsed mode, and subtracting
the two corresponding images with proper normalization—a concept
that was introduced in Ref. 39 for the enhancement of contrast in con-
ventional longitudinal Kerr microscopy. In Fig. 10, we see that the
polar dichroic Faraday contrast is inverted by using LCP and RCP
light. The same is true for the polar dichroic Kerr contrast as demon-
strated in Figs. 12(c) and 12(d). This is the polar equivalent of the lon-
gitudinal MCD in reflection [Eq. (5)]. Here, we have placed two linear
polarizers with polarization axes along the x and y axes in the aperture
plane of the microscope (which is confocal to the back focal plane of
the objective lens), one in the illumination path of LED-2 and the

(c) (d) (e)

(f) (g) (h)

2 4 2

2 Pol

(a) (b)

200 mm 

Unprocessed Conventional polar 
Kerr micrograph 
with background 
subtraction

4 Pol Pol4

Pol An Pol An

FIG. 12. Domains in Ta(3)/CoFeB(0.9)/MgO(1)/Ta(3) (thickness in nm) film with
perpendicular anisotropy, imaged by Kerr microscopy under different conditions. (a)
By conventional polar Kerr microscopy at perpendicular incidence. (b) Background
subtraction significantly enhances the contrast. (c), (d), and (e) Analyzer-free imag-
ing in circular (better elliptical) light and (f), (g), and (h) by using plane-polarized
light at oblique incidence (see the text for details). White light was used for illumina-
tion, and for circular polarization, the 550-nm quarter-wave plate was applied.

50 mm 

x

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Polarizer

y

FIG. 11. Same garnet band domains as in Fig. 10, again imaged at perpendicular
incidence but now in plane-polarized light at four settings of the polarizer as indi-
cated. Like in Fig. 10, the analyzer was removed from the microscope. The domain
boundary contrast in (a) and (somewhat weaker) in (c), which shows up at horizon-
tal and vertical polarizer settings, will be discussed in detail in Sec. XII C. At polar-
izer settings of 645� in (b) and (d), the domains appear in regular, areal contrast
that is inverted when the polarizer is rotated by 90� [compare (b) and (d)].
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other in the path of LED-4, and both followed by a quarter-wave plate
that is oriented at 45�. Consequently, the light of LED-2 and LED-4 is
right- and left-circularly polarized, respectively. Note that now we
have an oblique incidence of light at an angle of �25�, which, how-
ever, has no significant influence on the polar Kerr effect that scales
with the cosine of the angle of incidence. By running the two LEDs in
the pulsed mode in synchronization with the camera and by subtract-
ing the two obtained images with inverted contrast, the contrast in the
difference image is actually doubled after proper normalization [see
Fig. 12(e)].

The same concept can also be applied to analyzer-free imaging in
plane-polarized light [Figs. 12(f) and 12(g)]. Here, the light of the two
LEDs was linearly polarized at 645�, in accordance with the polar
dichroic reflection effect mentioned in Sec. II. The magnetic contrast is
proportional to QV sin 2h, with h the angle of the plane polarization
with respect to the reflection plane. This gives a maximum contrast for
h ¼ 45� and an inverted contrast for 135�, as seen in Figs. 12(f) and
12(g). Taking the difference image thus doubles here as well the con-
trast [cf. Eq. (6)]. As previously mentioned when discussing the garnet
film in Sec. VIII, the mechanism of the contrast formation needs to be
scrutinized further. Notwithstanding, the pulsed mode makes
analyzer-free, intensity-based Kerr microscopy applicable also to ultra-
thin magnetic films without the necessity of dielectric interference
layers.

Those pulsed modes for contrast enhancement rely on the sub-
traction of two images with inverted contrast obtained by choosing
oppositely arranged LEDs for illumination. Consequently, they are
only possible for oblique incidence of light. An interesting alternative
for the case of circular polarization, which should also work for per-
pendicular incidence, might be worth examining: In Ref. 52, methods
for (general) dichroism microscopy were suggested, which allow for a
periodic and discrete alternation of the incident polarization between
left- and right-circularly polarized light by using a photoelastic modu-
lator or a beam displayer combined with a chopper and quarter-wave
plate in the illumination path. Synchronizing the alternating polariza-
tion with the camera exposure and subtracting the corresponding two
images should lead to the same kind of contrast enhancement as
shown in Fig. 10.

X. MLD-BASED VOIGT AND GRADIENT MICROSCOPY

As introduced at the end of Sec. II, the main difference of the
Voigt contrast compared to the Kerr (or Faraday) contrasts is its qua-
dratic dependence on the magnetization direction. In conventional
analyzer- and compensator-based Voigt microscopy, an in-plane mag-
netized specimen is illuminated at perpendicular incidence, thus sup-
pressing the Kerr (or Faraday) effect. In the case of an Fe(100) surface,
the polarization plane needs to be at 45� to the two easy axes to obtain
maximum Voigt domain contrast.7

The experimental conditions are different when the MLD effect
is applied directly in an analyzer-free microscope. This is demon-
strated in Fig. 13 for our FeSi sample. Perpendicular incidence of (red)
light was chosen to avoid any of the other contrast phenomena dis-
cussed so far, and the polarizer was rotated in steps of 45�. Maximum
domain contrast is found when the light is polarized along the two
anisotropy axes, and this contrast is inverted by rotating the polarizer
by 90� [compare Figs. 13(a) and 13(b)]. This phenomenology clearly
demonstrates that the different absorption of the two linearly polarized

partial waves due to the MLD effect (see Sec. II) is responsible for the
observed contrast. In our case, domains magnetized along the polari-
zation axis obviously lead to a stronger absorption and, thus, a darker
color compared to those magnetized transverse to the polarization
axis. At polarizer settings of 645� [Figs. 13(c) and 13(d)], the domain
contrast disappears, as now the two orthogonal easy axes absorb the
light equally.

It should be noticed that the quadratic effect, measured in
Figs. 5(d) and 5(e) by illumination of the same sample with s-polar-
ized light at oblique incidence is as well caused by the MLD effect.
Under those conditions, the transverse Kerr effect is not possible,
and the longitudinal Kerr effect, being well possible though, leads to
a light rotation that cannot be detected without an analyzer. The
basic conditions with the polarizer along one of the two easy axes
are, however, suitable for the MLD effect. Also, the phase of the qua-
dratic function in Fig. 5(e) corresponds to expectations; the contrast
is maximal at magnetization angles along the easy axes rather than
along the diagonal direction, which would be true in analyzer-based
Voigt microscopy.

The domain boundary contrasts, visible in all images of Fig. 13,
are caused by the MO gradient effect.7,36,53 As mentioned in Sec. I,
the gradient effect is sensitive to gradients in the magnetization vec-
tor field, which are strongest across domain walls. Already in the
original work when this effect was discovered,36 it was noticed that
the effect occurs under the same experimental conditions as the
Voigt effect and that it can be described phenomenologically by the
dielectric law36,54

Pol Pol

50  mm 

Pol Pol

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

y
x

1

3

2

4

+45° −45°

FIG. 13. Domains on the FeSi sheet imaged in red light at perpendicular incidence.
The polarizer was set along the x and y axes and at angles of 645� as indicated.
The contrast in (a) and (b) is due to the reflection MLD effect and the gradient
effect, while (almost) pure gradient contrast is seen in (c) and (d). The schematics
in (c) and (d) trace the gradient contrast of the corresponding domain images.
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in which the tensor contains various gradients of the in-plane magneti-
zation components. The material constant Pgr scales with that of the
Kerr effect (QV). Like for (conventional) Voigt microscopy, for gradi-
ent microscopy, a compensator and analyzer were needed for contrast
adjustment, with the latter being aligned perpendicular to the polar-
izer. The effect was therefore described by just considering the off-
diagonal elements of the dielectric tensor; an incoming wave, polarized
along the x direction for instance, will induce a MO component along
the y axis according to Dy ¼ �yxEin;x that is detected by the crossed
analyzer along the y axis. At that time,36 the diagonal elements of the
tensor (�xx and �yy) were only added for symmetry reasons, pointing
out that those components would just lead to an amplitude modula-
tion of the reflected light that cannot be detected with the analyzer.

Without an analyzer, however, it is exactly those diagonal terms
containing mixed derivatives that are responsible for the gradient con-
trast symmetry in the images of Fig. 13. For a more detailed discussion,
we need to consider the magnetic microstructure of domain bound-
aries, an aspect that was discovered by Kambersk�y.55,56 In Eq. (7), each
tensor component contains sums of gradients rather than single gra-
dients. Such sum terms are necessary for specimens in which subsur-
face, perpendicular gradients are relevant to fulfill the condition
div ~m ¼ 0, which is, e.g., the case for so-called V-lines in an iron-like
material.3 In our case, we can neglect subsurface gradient components
if we assume that the light—within the information depth—does not
interact with the internal Bloch component of the stray-field free vor-
tex domain walls.3 A strict in-plane magnetization can then be
assumed, the wall magnetization itself can be neglected, and only the
magnetization gradients across the domain walls are relevant. The
dielectric tensor is then simplified and we get

~D ¼ Pgr

�
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CCCA~E in: (8)

This dielectric expression can now be applied to verify the domain
boundary contrast in Fig. 13. Let us take the marked walls in Fig. 13(c)
as an example. Here, the light is polarized atþ45�, so the x and y com-
ponents of the electrical field vector~E in are equal. For domain wall 1,
only the gradient @mx

@y is nonzero and negative. It thus causes a negative
Dy component that opposes the normally reflected Ey component,
leading to an amplitude decrease and, consequently, a dark domain
boundary contrast. For domain wall 2, it is opposite; here again only
the gradient @mx

@y is nonzero but now positive. It thus leads to an
increase in the Ey component and a white boundary contrast. For wall
3, we get @mx

@x ;
@mx
@y > 0 and @my

@y ;
@my

@x < 0. Consequently, all compo-
nents of the dielectric tensor become positive so that both components
of the reflected electrical field vector experience an amplitude increase,
leading to a white boundary contrast. In the case of wall 4, it is oppo-
site. Here, we find @mx

@x ;
@my

@x < 0 and @my

@y ;
@mx
@y > 0. The four compo-

nents of the tensor, therefore, change sign alternately so that neither
component of the ~D vector adds to the normally reflected field vector.
This domain wall will therefore not show up with a contrast. Based on

Eq. (8), the observed contrasts of all domain boundaries in Fig. 13 can
be verified.

XI. KERR MICROSCOPY WITH SEPARATED PATHS

To check for eventualities, we have tried to verify our findings by
looking for the same effects and contrasts in our microscope with sep-
arated illumination and reflection paths [Fig. 3(d)], again by omitting
the analyzer. The results are summarized in Fig. 14:

• The sensitivity curves for pure transverse Kerr microscopy could
be verified [compare Figs. 5(e) and 14(a)]. Also, the domain con-
trast confirms pure transverse sensitivity [compare Figs. 5(a) and
5(b) and Fig. 14(g)].

• The quadratic MLD contrast, found for the oblique incidence of
s-polarized light, could be verified [compare Figs. 5(e) and 14(b)].

• The longitudinal dichroic contrast, observed for plane-polarized
light at an angle of 45� relative to the plane of incidence, could
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FIG. 14. Measurements and low-resolution domain observations in the microscope
with separated illumination and reflection paths. (a)–(f) Sensitivity curves on the
FeSi specimen measured in red light under the indicated conditions. (g)–(j)
Exemplary domain images, revealing the characteristic contrast features that are
expected from the curves. (k) and (l) Nucleated domains in the Pt/Co/Pt film with
perpendicular anisotropy, observed in white, circularly (better elliptically) polarized
light of opposite helicities. (m) Hysteresis curves of the garnet film in perpendicular
field measured with red, plane-polarized light at the indicated polarizer settings. For
circular polarization, the 550-nm quarter-wave plate was applied.
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also be verified [compare the images and curves in Fig. 7 with the
curves in Figs. 14(c) and 14(d) and the images in Figs. 14(h) and
14(i)]. The presumed elliptical light contribution, generated by
the beam splitter in our regular microscope, does not seem to
have a significant influence for this effect.

• The phase shift symmetry by using circularly polarized light,
indicating the presence of transverse sensitivity with superim-
posed (weaker) longitudinal sensitivity, could be verified [com-
pare the curves in Fig. 9 with Figs. 14(e) and 14(f) and the
domain images in Fig. 8 with Fig. 14(j)].

• On perpendicularly magnetized films, we could verify the pres-
ence and symmetry of the MCD-based Kerr contrast [Figs. 14(k)
and 14(l)].

• The existence of a polar dichroic contrast, expected for plane-
polarized light at an angle of 645� relative to the incidence plane,
could be verified on the garnet film, i.e., in Faraday geometry. As the
domain width is below resolution, we have measured the hysteresis
curve on this specimen in a magnetic field perpendicular to the film
plane for demonstration [Fig. 14(m)]. For a polarizer setting of 0�,
no MO signal was found, as expected. However, we did not find any
polar contrast for metallic films with perpendicular anisotropy, i.e.,
for Kerr geometry. The contrasts in Figs. 12(f) and 12(g) could thus
not be reproduced. This indicates, as explained in Sec. VIII, that in
this case, the generation of elliptically polarized light due to the mir-
ror in the beam splitter must be responsible for the contrasts in
Fig. 12 and not the 45�-dichroic contrast. It seems that the polar
45�-dichroic Kerr contrast is not strong enough to be detected in
contrast to the polar dichroic Faraday contrast.

XII. FURTHER ASPECTS

Let us finally point out three further findings related to the previ-
ously described phenomena without going into much detail, i.e., leav-
ing them open for future examinations.

A. Influence of light color

In Fig. 15, we have collected some representative sensitivity
curves that were obtained on the FeSi sample at the indicated

conditions. The curves were measured with blue, red, and white light,
and the intensities are normalized to the maximum intensity in each
case. Therefore, the fact that the absolute amplitude of the Kerr signal
depends on the wavelength, as mentioned several times throughout
the paper, is not visible in the graphs. It becomes obvious, however,
that (besides the signal amplitude) the phase of the measured curve
also can be more or less color dependent. We furthermore point out
that for the experiments in Fig. 15, a quarter wave plate was used to
generate circularly polarized light that is not optimized to either of the
three colors. In each case, the light will therefore be more elliptically
polarized rather than strictly circular. It is thus expected that the MCD
signals can be enhanced by using monochromatic light with a wave-
length that is adapted to the Kerr spectra of the material under investi-
gation together with wavelength-specific circular polarizers.

B. Imaging without analyzer and polarizer

Figure 16 demonstrates that domains in FeSi can even be seen
without any polarizer in the normal wide-field polarization micro-
scope. A closer inspection of the domain contrast reveals that the
transverse Kerr effect dominates, which is understandable as this effect
should exist even for unpolarized light. Nonetheless, a domain contrast
was also seen on the perpendicularly magnetized garnet and Co/Pt/Co
films in a (our) normal wide-field microscope (not shown). The trans-
verse contrast on the FeSi specimen could be verified in the micro-
scope with separated paths [Fig. 3(d)] after also omitting the polarizer,
thus confirming that the transverse Kerr effect does not require plane-
polarized light. However, in the microscope with separated paths, no
indication of domain contrast could be seen on the films with perpen-
dicular anisotropy. The occurrence of polar contrast in our normal
microscope may thus be attributed to the beam splitter [Fig. 3(c)],
which seems to be responsible for a net elliptical component of the
incident light that causes an MCD-based polar Kerr effect.
Furthermore, it cannot be excluded that the lenses in the microscope
along the illumination path also can generate elliptically polarized
light, possibly caused by mechanical stress in the glasses.

100 mm 

1 3

2 4

FIG. 16. Domain images on the FeSi sheet observed by using red light in the nor-
mal Kerr microscope but without an analyzer and polarizer. Shown are four images
of similar domain states that were obtained with four directions of incidence as indi-
cated. The dependence of the contrast on the plane of incidence clearly indicates a
dominance of the transverse Kerr effect.
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FIG. 15. Selected sensitivity curves measured on the FeSi sample under the indi-
cated conditions by using red, blue, and white light. The maximum intensities have
been equalized for all curves to emphasize the phase of the curves. In absolute
numbers, the contrasts in (a) are �40% of Clong

max for white and blue light. In (b)–(d),
they are �12% for red light and �7% for blue and white light. For circular polariza-
tion, the 550-nm quarter-wave plate was applied.
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C. Diffraction effects

In Fig. 11(a), we have seen that the domain walls in our garnet
film show up as a dark line contrast when imaged at a polarizer setting
of 0� in the absence of the analyzer. In Fig. 17(a), this contrast is
shown again on a similar domain pattern, but now enhanced by back-
ground subtraction. By such enhancement, a black (though lower) line
contrast is also seen for a polarizer setting of 90� (not shown). The line
contrast cannot be caused by the wall magnetization itself as the Bloch
wall width in such garnet films is in the 10-nm range, which is well
below the resolution of 640nm for the given objective lens and wave-
length. Also, the magneto-optical gradient effect cannot be responsible
for this boundary contrast as any gradient contrast should change sign
at every other wall.

Black domain boundary contrasts have already been observed by
regular, rotation-based magneto-optical microscopy on in-plane mag-
netized iron films in the early 1960s57 (see Ref. 58 for a review). In
Figs. 17(b)–17(d), the principle is documented for our garnet film by
applying conventional, analyzer-based Faraday imaging using plane-
polarized light. As expected, the domain contrast is inverted by invert-
ing the analyzer opening direction [compare Figs. 11(b) and 11(c)].
This is due to polar Kerr vectors of opposite signs that are generated
by the antiparallel domains and which are pointing perpendicular to
the polarizer axis, thus causing clockwise and counterclockwise rota-
tions of the emerging wave (see Fig. 1). If the analyzer is crossed to the
polarizer [Fig. 17(d)], the two Kerr amplitudes transmitted by the ana-
lyzer have the same magnitude, and the two domain phases will conse-
quently reflect the light with equal intensities, thus not causing any

domain contrast. However, the two opposite Kerr amplitudes are
phase shifted by 180�. Therefore, they interfere destructively within a
region around the walls that is determined by the lateral resolution,
leading to dark lines at the domain boundaries. As the line contrast is
caused by phase shifts, it may be classified as phase contrast.58 Note
that this phase contrast does not depend on the wall magnetization
itself as long as the wall width is below resolution. The same is true for
the gradient effect;36 in both cases, only the domain magnetization on
both sides of the domain walls is responsible for the domain boundary
contrasts. If the analyzer would be set parallel to the polarizer, the Kerr
amplitudes would be blocked so that the light would not experience
any magnetization-dependent amplitude or phase changes by passing
the specimen.

The domain boundary contrast in Fig. 17(a) can be interpreted
along the same line. We have seen that the prerequisites for phase con-
trast at domain boundaries is the presence of phase-shifted Kerr (or
Faraday) amplitudes and the absence of domain contrast. The latter
was achieved by the crossed analyzer in the case of Fig. 17(d). In the
geometry of Fig. 17(a), the Faraday amplitudes are the same as in the
previous case, and the absence of domain contrast is intrinsically
given. The domain boundary contrast in Fig. 17(a) may consequently
be interpreted as phase contrast.

It should also be noted that the phase contrast depends on the
illumination aperture.58 Fresnel diffraction fringes may show up for
small apertures, while other contrast artifacts may be superimposed
in the case of oblique light incidence. In Ref. 36, it was shown that a
kind of schlieren effect may occur if perpendicularly magnetized
domains are observed at oblique incidence with small aperture and
if the reflected beam passes close to an edge of the aperture. The
mentioned phase jump then leads to differently deflected beams at
neighboring domain walls, which are either cut off by the aperture
or deflected into the aperture, thus resulting in an alternating bright
and dark appearance of neighboring domain boundaries that may
be superimposed on the polar gradient effect. Prerequisite is again
the suppression of domain contrast, e.g., by crossed polarizer and
analyzer.

Talking about diffraction effects at domain boundaries, let us
finally mention dark-field microscopy. In the previous discussions,
we have seen that the light, passing a domain structure, consists of a
normal amplitude and a magnetization-dependent Kerr or Faraday
amplitude that is polarized perpendicular to the incoming, plane-
polarized wave. As the normal amplitude does not contain magnetic
information, it needs to be suppressed or at least reduced. In con-
ventional, bright-field Kerr and Faraday microscopy, this is achieved
by an (almost) crossed analyzer. The presence of a magneto-optical
amplitude, however, is independent of the presence or absence of an
analyzer. Those components will as well be present if the normal
component is suppressed by running an optical polarization micro-
scope in the dark-field mode. In Refs. 53, 58, and 59 it was shown
that in the dark-field microscopy the domain boundaries show up
as bright lines, even in the absence of any polarizing element.
Adding a polarizer and analyzer may help to separate those mag-
netic line contrasts from the superimposed contrast emerging from
nonmagnetic, topographic features, like scratches that show up
under the same conditions. In Fig. 18, the dark-field contrast was
reproduced for our garnet film without using any polarizing
element.

Pol An(a) (b)

(c) (d)

50 mm 

Pol An Pol An

Pol no An

FIG. 17. Magneto-optical phase and domain contrast imaged on the garnet film in
plane-polarized, red light at perpendicular incidence. (a) Phase contrast without an
analyzer, (b) and (c) conventional domain contrast with an oppositely opened ana-
lyzer, and (d) phase contrast with crossed analyzer and polarizer. Images (a) and
(d) are difference images for which a background image was subtracted to enhance
the contrasts. For the “nonmagnetic” background image, an AC magnetic saturation
field perpendicular to the film plane was applied, and the resulting oscillating image
intensity was averaged.
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XIII. CONCLUSIONS

Different from conventional magneto-optical Kerr and Faraday
microscopy, we have demonstrated that it is also possible to image
magnetic domains in an optical wide-field polarization microscope
without needing an analyzer. We have shown that using plane-
polarized light for illumination, the transverse Kerr effect can be
employed on in-plane magnetized materials when the light has a p-
component and the magnetization has a component perpendicular to
the incidence plane being maximum for~k?~m with~k as the wave vec-
tor. Furthermore, we have shown that the transverse Kerr effect is
even active in the absence of the polarizer, thus not requiring plane-
polarized light at all. In circularly or elliptically polarized light, materi-
als with in- and out-of-plane magnetization can be imaged when
ð~k � ~mÞ 6¼ 0. Here, the domain contrast is caused by magnetization-
dependent intensity modulations due to the MCD. This works in both
transmission (Faraday) and reflection (Kerr) geometry. A further mag-
netic intensity contrast can be obtained for longitudinal in-plane mag-
netizations, using plane-polarized light at a nonzero angle h (�645�)
with respect to the incidence plane, also when ð~k � ~mÞ 6¼ 0. The MLD,
finally, provides a weaker contrast mechanism than the MCD, but it
could be applied for situations where the MCD is not effective, for
example, the visualization of antiferromagnetic domains.

While our study draws attention to intensity modulation effects
for imaging, it deserves to be noted that even in conventional Kerr
microscopy, one needs to consider that such effects may be superim-
posed onto the conventional contrasts. This is most obvious for the
transverse Kerr effect, which may lead to phase-shifted sensitivity
curves in the case of the longitudinal Kerr microscopy with s-polarized
light as demonstrated in Fig. 4. But also, the curve distortions, visible
in that figure, may be related to superimposed quadratic effects or
MCD effects being caused by elliptical light contributions due to the
beam splitter or stressed optical components in the microscope.
Furthermore, the phase contrast at domain boundaries (Fig. 17) may
be superimposed to conventional domain images at insufficient ana-
lyzer opening angles.

While the MCD effect, induced by magnetic fields at visible light
frequencies, plays an established role in the investigation of molecular
electronic structure and transitions by using spectroscopic methods,9

its potential for magnetic imaging has apparently been disregarded so
far. MCD microscopy with visible light thus provides an interesting
alternative to the more elaborate techniques that are based on
XMCD.24,25 Provided that the amplitude modulations are large

enough, analyzer-free wide-field MO microscopy would also offer
some advantages compared to conventional and analyzer- and
compensator-based microscopy. (i) The analyzer and the compensa-
tor, necessary for contrast optimization in a conventional MO micro-
scope, can be omitted, thus reducing the number of optical elements
and with it the complexity of contrast adjustment. (ii) In conventional
MO microscopy, one usually works at almost crossed polarizer and
analyzer, i.e., the overall image intensity is rather low, requiring light
sources with a high luminous density, polarizers with high transmit-
tance, and advanced cameras with high sensitivities to achieve domain
images with good signal-to-noise ratios. In analyzer-free MO micros-
copy, the requirements for light source, polarizers and cameras are
much more relaxed as the image brightness posses no problem. (iii)
The maximum domain contrasts in the analyzer-free modes are
reduced by a factor of �10 compared to the best contrasts obtained by
conventional longitudinal and polar Kerr microscopy. Using mono-
chromatic light and wavelength-specific circular polarizers helps to
improve the signal in the case of the MCD effect. For quantitative Kerr
microscopy, which relies on well-defined sensitivity curves to calibrate
the domain contrast, the pure transverse Kerr effect (see Fig. 5) seems
to be the best choice. Overall, we find that enhanced by background
subtraction, the achievable contrast for both in-plane and perpendicu-
larly magnetized media does not suffer significantly compared to con-
ventional domain contrasts.

To summarize, our study highlights possible approaches for per-
forming magnetic domain imaging in intensity-based, wide-field
magneto-optical microscopy. Implementing these approaches can
make magnetic domain imaging widely available in simplified micros-
copy setups.
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FIG. 18. (a) Dark-field image of the garnet film observed in white light by means of
a Carl Zeiss dark-field reflector and a 20� HD DIC objective without polarizer and
analyzer. Shown is a difference image to enhance the contrast. (b) Corresponding
regular Faraday image obtained in red light by means of the analyzer.
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